
Booking Terms

Dear guest,

the Lynx Camp is a place to drop out and relax, far away from hectic and stress. I only assign our pitches after prior reservation
with at least 7 days in advance. A spontaneous arrival is not possible with us. Because we are a small camp with only a few pitches,
I would like to recommend you to book early. Bookings are based on the following general conditions:

1.) So that I‘m able to process your booking request, you fill out the booking request form on my website. In the next step you will
receive the information from me, if a pitch is available. If so, with a link to the binding reservation. After the binding reservation,
I will send you the booking confirmation including the invoice. The accommodation contract is then considered binding as having
been concluded. As long as the pitch has not been reserved binding by you, it is also available to other interested parties.

2.) The following payment options are available::

a) 100% down payment = you pay the booking amount in one step. This saves you and me twice the effort.

b) Deposit + final payment = As a reservation fee (deposit) I charge 25 € per night.
You pay all other fees (final payment) no later than 4 weeks before your arrival.
This payment option is only available for long-term bookings, longer stays.

Not for bookings of our DogPitches (fenced) and for our annual events.

After receiving the corresponding invoice, you transfer within 7 days, in the case of short-term bookings immediately.
If you transfer from a third country, please make sure that the transaction is free of fees for me.
After receipt of payment, I will not send any additional confirmation of receipt of payment or reservation.

3.) The following cancellation options are available:

a) In the event of a complete or partial cancellation on your part, the paid amount remains with me in full.
From that I book 25 € or 30 € (DogPitches) per night as cancellation fees. A potential remainder will stay in your guest account 
until you redeem it for a later stay. There is no refund. This applies if you inform me in writing by email at least 4 weeks before 
your arrival and fill out the cancellation form www.lynx.camp/cancellation. Otherwise all fees for the planned stay apply.

b) In the event of early departure, all charges that would have been incurred for the pre-booked stay will apply.
There is no refund. I book all fees for unused days as cancellation fees.

c) In the event of a cancellation for health reasons, the paid amount remains with me in full.
From that I book 25 € or 30 € (DogPitches) per night as cancellation fees. A potential remainder will stay in your guest account until
you redeem it for a later stay.  There is no refund. This applies if you inform me in writing by email by submitting a medical certificate 
with mentioned reference to the date of your planned stay and fill out the cancellation form www.lynx.camp/cancellation. Otherwise  
all fees for the planned stay apply. If you have to shorten your stay for health reasons, this regulation applies to the remaining days 
of the originally planned stay.

d) Subletting the pitch to third parties is not permitted.

4.) My campsite order is posted in the sanitary building. It’s also available online on my website. You assure that you
will read the rules there, comply with them without exception and thus contribute to the well-being of all my guests

5.) Children are hearty welcome here at the Lynx Camp. You assure to follow without exception the requirements, which
are designed fitting to my camp concept. Please read therefor the details under “stays with children” in the campsite order.

6.) Dogs are also hearty welcome here at the Lynx Camp. You assure to follow without exception the requirements, which
are designed fitting to my camp concept. Please read therefor the details under “stays with dogs” in the campsite order.

7.) Family, friends, acquaintances who would like to visit you here once are also very welcome, under the following conditions:
You inform me at least 1 day in advance, the visit only takes place during the day outside of the quiet times, an overnight stay* is not permitted,

you inform your visitor(s) about the camp concept and the campsite order, the other guests will not be disturbed, the use of the sanitary facilities
is not permitted for hygienic reasons.
*All overnight guests must be specified in advance with the booking request, it is not possible to add later.

8.) Sustainability and proper waste separation are important to me. Please prepare accordingly and participate.

9.) In winter / when there is snow, you are responsible for keeping your pitch free of snow and ice during your stay.
Snow shovels and grit are available at the camp.

10.) On departure, the pitch must be left in a clean and perfect condition. Any damage to the pitch, the camp or the
sanitary facilities must be reported to me immediately. This also applies to the time during your stay.

And now I look forward to seeing you and wish you a wonderful stay here with us at the Lynx Camp.

Hearty regards Nicole from the Lynx Camp
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